
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRANSPORTATION 
 
 
TRANSPORTATION IN KRAKOW 

 
During the Assembly  

We have opted for a mixed method of transportation to ensure convenience and flexibility for 
participants. There will be various options for movement  between places during the 
Assembly:  
 

• Charter Buses (Jordan Transport) 

For designated schedules in the mornings and evenings, chartered buses will be 

available to transport participants between AGH Hostels and the ICE Congress Centre. 

• Public Transportation (Free for Assembly Participants) 

Assembly participants will receive a free transportation card integrated into their badge. 

This card grants access to Krakow's public transportation network, including buses and 

trams. Participants can use this public transport option to travel to different locations 

within Krakow during the Assembly.  

• Walking 

For those who enjoy physical activity, walking is a viable option within Krakow city. 

Krakow's charming streets and attractions are easily accessible by walking, providing 

participants with an opportunity to immerse themselves in the local atmosphere. Krakow 

is generally safe though as in any other city we recommend exercising mindful caution. 

• Bike, Electric Scooters 

For all willing participants there is a possibility to rent bicycles or electric scooters. 

Ordering can be done by participants themselves or with the help of local assembly staff 

through the information desk. Costs are paid directly by the participant. 

 
Before the Assembly, getting to AGH 
10/09 – 13/09/2023 

Krakow Airport to AGH University Hostel  

For participants arriving at the airport and heading to AGH Hostel for accommodation, we 

propose the following transportation methods:  

• Charter Buses  

Charter buses will be available to transport participants from the airport to the AGH 

hostels. These buses are provided to accommodate a larger number of participants 

and offer an organized mode of transportation. 

Volunteers will be stationed at the airport to guide participants to the designated bus 

station where the charter buses will be waiting. 

Depending on the arrival times of participants, there may be a wait of around 1h until 

the bus departs to ensure the maximum number of people are accommodated on 

each bus. 
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• Public Transportation 

Participants also have the option to use public transportation to reach AGH Hostel 

from the airport. There are two options, a public bus from the Airport or a train and 

bus from the airport: 

1. Public bus from the Airport 

Travel time: 45 min –1 hour 

Cost: 6 PLN = 1,5 Euro 

 Exit the Krakow Airport building and head to the “Krakow Airport” bus 

stop located at the front of exit. 

 Take bus line 300 - direction “Os. Podwalskie” 

 Get off at the 5th stop, “Rondo Grunwaldzkie 03”, located close to ICE  

 Walk over to the "Rondo Grunwaldzkie 04" bus stop positioned on 

Marii Konopnickiej Street on the opposite side of the runabout 

 From there, take bus line 173 - direction to “Azory” 

 Get off at the 6th stop, “AGH Miasteczko Studenckie 02” 

 Hostels AGH can be found on Rostafinskiego street, situated on the 

opposite side of the bus stop and approximately 500 meters away 

from Nawojki Street. 

 

 
Photo: bus stop “Krakow Airport” source: Googlemaps 

 
Photo: Map of direction by walk to bus stop "Rondo Grunwaldzkie 04" from 

bus stop “Rondo Grunwaldzkie 03” 
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Photo: bus stop “Rondo Grunwaldzkie 04” source: Googlemaps 

 
Photo: bus stop “AGH Miasteczko Studenckie 02” source: Googlemaps 

 

2. Train and Bus  - Kraków Lotnisko/Kraków Airport 

The travel time: 45 min - 1 hour  

Train & bus total cost: 25 PLN = 5,6 Euro 

  

NOTICE: The Train Station is located adjacent to the terminal, at the rear of 

the multi-story parking lot. The stop is connected to the terminal by a covered 

footbridge. 

 At Train Station “Kraków Lotnisko” / Kraków Airport/  take Train SKA1 

- Direction Krakow Głowny /Krakow Main Station/ or Wieliczka Rynek-

Kopalnia 

 Get off at the 4th stop at Train station “Krakow Bronowice” 

 Go down from the station to the road below the bridge and  

 walk to the right heading to the bus stop: “Bronowice SKA”  located on 

“Armii Krajowa” street 

 Take bus line 173 - direction Nowy -Biezanów Południe 

 Get off at the 4th stop 

 Or for bus line 501 - direction Bulwarowa [fast line]  

 Get off at the 3rd stop 

 Get off at the bus stop: “AGH Miasteczko Studenckie 01”, 

Hostels AGH are located 300m from Nawojki Street, at Rostafinskiego Street, 

the bus stop is on the same side as AGH 

  
Photo: bus stop “Bronowice SKA” source: Googlemaps 
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• Taxi 

Cost: approx. 109 PLN = 25 euro approx. 

 

For participants arriving at the airport and considering taxi as a transportation option 

to their accommodation, an Official Airport Taxi service is available just outside the 

arrival terminal. It is recommended to use this Official Airport Taxi service.  

Please be sure to look for the Official Airport Taxi stand located outside the arrival 

terminal, as they are the only authorized taxi service providers at the airport. 

 
    Photo: Taxi stop by Airport  

Train station Kraków Główny to AGH University Hostel 

NOTICE: The train station Krakow Glowny / Main Station/ has several exits, directions for 

the Assembly will be based on the exit marked in the direction: dworzec autobusowy /Bus 

Station/ ul. Bosacka.  After leaving the station, head up the stairs to the top of Bus Station.  

 

To get from the Krakow Train Station to AGH University Hostel, you have two convenient 

options, the public bus or a taxi: 

 

1. Public bus from the train station 

The travel time: 12 mn approx. 

Ticket cost: 4 PLN = around 1 euro.   

 

 Exit the Krakow Train Station and head to the “Malopolski Dworzec 

Autobusowy/Malopolski” Bus Station 

 Then go up the stairs ahead to the Bus Station 

 Continue walking along Lubomirskiego Street to the intersection with 

Rakowicka Street.  

 Pass through the underpass to the other side of Wita Stwosza Street, 

in the direction of the Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny 

 At the intersection of Wita Stwosza and Rakowiecka streets, find the 

bus stop called "Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny 04” 

 Choose either bus lines 501 or 511, both heading in the Direction of 

"Chelmonskiego Petla."  

 Get off at the 5th stop, “AGH Miasteczko Studenckie 02” 

 

Ensure you have a valid public transport ticket, which can be purchased at ticket machines 

at the train station or from the bus driver. AGH Hostels are located at Rostafinskiego Street 

on the opposite side of the bus stop, (500m) near Nawojki Street. 
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Photo: Exit from Krakow Train Station - /Direction: dworzec autobusowy / 

 ul. Bosacka /  source: A. Marek 

  

 
Photo: bus stop  "Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny  04."  source: A. Marek 

  

     
Map: direction by walk to bus stop  "Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny 04" from Train 

Station   

  

2.  Taxi, iTaxi and Megataxi 

The second oprion is to use a taxi service like: “iTaxi” or “Megataxi” to get to the 

AGH University Hostel. 

The taxi stand is located on the 2nd floor of Galeria Krakowska, which is 

adjacent to the railway station. Contact: +48 737737737 or +48 124124124. 

Simply head to the taxi stand, and a taxi will take you to AGH University Hostel. 

In Krakow, the average price per kilometre for taxi services typically are around 

4 PLN. The final fare may also include additional charges, such as a starting 

fee (around 7PLN). Please double check with the driver before you enter the 

taxi.   
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Attending the Assembly  
13/09 – 19/09/2023 

Getting from AGH to ICE Congress Center 

• Charter Buses 

To ensure a smooth and timely transportation from AGH Hostel to the ICE Congress 

Centre in the mornings, charter buses will be provided between 6:00 and 7:45. We 

recommend departing from the AGH Hostel at least 1,5 hours before the first session 

starts, as there may be traffic in the morning that could cause delays. 

Location of bus stop: Reymonta street 21, Parking Wisła which is 700m from Hostel 

Strumyk.  

 
Map: location for charter bus stop “Reymonta street 21, Parking Wisła” 

• Public Transportation  

In addition to the charter buses, participants also have the option to use public buses 

departing from a nearby bus stop: “Miasteczko Studenckie AGH 01”. 

 Head to "Miasteczko Studenckie AGH 01" bus stop and take the direct 

bus line 173 direction “Nowy Bieżanów Południe.”  

 Get off at the 7th stop, “Rondo Grunwaldzkie”.  

 The bus stop “Rondo Grunwaldzkie” is located near ICE Congres Centre 

 

The bus shuttles every 20 minutes. Additionally, helpful volunteers will be available to 

guide participants to the designated bus station. 

 

 
Map: location bus stop “Miasteczko Studenckie AGH 01” 
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Photo: bus stop “Miasteczko Studenckie AGH 01”  source: Googlemaps 

   Getting from ICE Congress Centre to AGH hostel 

• Charter Buses 

To ensure a smooth and timely transportation from the ICE Congress to AGH hostels 

in the evenings, charter buses will be provided between 19:30 – 21:45. The location 

of charted bus stop is at the exit of ICE. 

 
Photo:  charted bus stop located nearby of ICE  source: Googlemaps 

•  Public Transportation  

In addition to the charter buses, participants also have the option to use public buses 

departing from a nearby bus stop.  

The bus stop is located around the corner, approximately 350m away from the ICE 

congress centre, at Marii Konopnickiej Street. Bus stop named “Rondo Grunwaldzkie 

04” 

 Head to "Rondo Grunwaldzkie 04" bus station and  

 take the direct bus line 173 direction “Azory.”  

 Get off at the 7th stop, “AGH Miasteczko Studenckie 02” 

 

The bus shuttles every 20 minutes. Additionally, helpful volunteers will be available to 

guide participants to the designated bus station. 

 
Map: bus stop “Rondo Grunwaldzkie 04” for bus 173 direction AGH 
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After the Assembly 
19/09 – 21/09/2023 

Getting from AGH to the Airport 

• Charter Buses 

Three to four charter buses will be available to transport participants from AGH hostels 

to airport. These buses are provided to accommodate a larger number of participants 

and offer an organized mode of transportation.  

Volunteers will be stationed at AGH to guide participants to the designated bus station 

where the charter buses will be waiting. 

• Public Transportation  

Participants also have the option to use public transportation from AGH Hostel to the 

airport. There are two options:   

1. Public bus from the train station 

The travel time: 45 min - 1 hours 

Cost 6 PLN = 1,5 euro 

 

 Take bus line 173 from “AGH Miasteczko Studenckie 01”, direction “Os. 

Podwalskie” 

 Get off at the 7th stop at “” 

 Next, walk to the bus station “Os. Podwawelske”, located 350 m away from “Rondo 

Grunwaldzkie 03”, a 5 min walk 

 Transfer to bus line 300 and take it to the last stop 

 Bus line 300 ends at the Krakow Airport, directly at the entrance to the Airport. 

 

 
Photo: exit at bus stop “Rondo Grunwaldzkie 03” source: Googlemaps 

 
Map: to get to bus stop Os. Podwawelskie from Rondo Grunwaldzkie 
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2. Public bus and train to Kraków Lotnisko/ Kraków Airport 

The travel time: 45 min -1 hour 

Ticket cost: approx 25 PLN = 5,6 EUR approx. 

 

 Exit, take bus line 173 from bus stop “AGH Miasteczko Studenckie 02”, direction 

Azory or bus line 501 direction “Chelmonskiego Petla” 

NOTICE: the bus stop is in oposite side of “Nawojki Street” - it is necessary 

cross to the other side of the street 

 Get off at the 4th stop, “Bronowice SKA” 

 Use the stairs or elevator to the platform directly in front of the train station 

“Krakow Bronowice” located above Armii Krajowej Street 

 Enter to Train Station “Krakow Bronowice” and go to Train SKA1 direction 

“Krakow Airport” 

 Get off at the 4th last stop at train station “Krakow Airport” 

 

 
Photo – bus stop “Bronowice SKA”, source: Googlemaps 

 

  
Photo: Train station Krakow Bronowice, source: Googlemaps 
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Getting from the ICE Congress Center to the Airport 

For participants who need direct connection from ICE to Airport, we propose the following 

two transportation methods public transportation buses and taxis: 

1. Public transportation buses 

Travel time: 45 min - 1 hour 

Cost 6 PLN = 1,5 euro  

 Take bus 300 from Os. Podwawelske, 5 min by walk from ICE, direction 

Kraków Lotnisko / Kraków Airport 

 Get off at the last 6th stop. The last stop is directly located by the entrance of 

Airport 

 

 

 
Map:  to get to bus stop Os. Podwawelskie from ICE 

2. Taxi, iTaxi and Megataxi 

Alternatively, you can use a taxi service like:  iTaxi, Megataxi, or another companies. 

Contact: +48 737737737, +48 124124124. 

You can order the taxi by yourself or can request local Assembly Staff to assist you 

with ordering. 

NOTICE:  In Krakow, the average price per kilometer for taxi services typically are 

around 4 złoty (PLN). The final fare may also include additional charges, such as a 

starting fee (around 7PLN). Please double check with the driver before you enter the 

taxi. 

 


